Cheat sheet of calls in the Callerlab Plus Program
Acey Deucey
Teacup Chain
Ping Pong Circulate
Load the Boat
Extend
Peel Off
Linear Cycle
Coordinate
(Anything) & Spread
Spin Chain the Gears
Track II
(Anything) & Roll
Follow Your Neighbor
Fan the Top
(Anything) & Spread - continued
Explode the Wave
Explode & (Anything)
Relay the Deucey
Peel the Top
Diamond Circulate
Flip the Diamond
Cut the Diamond
Single Circle to a Wave
Trade the Wave
Grand Swing Thru
Crossfire
All 8 Spin the Top
Chase Right
Dixie Grand
3/4 Tag the Line
Spin Chain and Exchange the Gears

Ends circulate while the centers trade
Right hand dancer progresses counter-clockwise, All start with right hand forearm turns
Wave in center steps forward and partner trade, Outsides step into wave (follow back in front of you)
Outsides pass 3 dancers and turn to face in, Centers pass thru, quarter out, partner trade, pass thru
Step forward 1 step (DPT to qtr tag, qtr tag to 2 waves, 2 waves to 3/4 tag, 3/4 tag to completed DPT
Leader flips to outside, trailer steps up and UTB toward leader
Hinge, Outfacing dancer Fold, Double Pass Thru, Peel Off. (Hinge-Fold-Pass-Peel)
Circulate 1-1/2, Center 6 trade, Lone dancers and very center pair moves up and out to end of line
Complete call and then Leaders or directed dancers spread apart, others step up in between
1/2 R, cntrs 3/4, wv cntr Trade, G UTB, Turn star 3/4, wv cntr Trade, cntr 3/4 while M flip to outside
Left hand dancer to right on outside track, Right hand dancer to left on inside track. End at opposite corner
Complete call and then drop hands and qtr turn body in place the direction of flow of the previous call
Everyone turns R 3/4. Looking in - forearm turn w/ other dancer 3/4. Looking out - turn R 3/4 in place.
Centers turn 3/4. Others move up 1/4.
Complete previous call and then Slide nose to nose past each other. Centers become ends. Ends become centers.
From any wave - step forward, turn in, R pull by.
From any wave - step forward, turn in, and complete the next call
1/2 R, Cntrs L 3/4, In wave 1/2 R, 1/2 L, 1/2 R, L 3/4. Dancers leaving wave and entering wave on ends.
Lead dancers peel off and move up 1/4, Trail dancers step up and turn L 3/4.
Circulate to next spot. Points become centers, Centers become points.
Centers diamond circulate. Points flip in to nearest center spot.
Centers diamond circulate. Points slide together without a turn and then trade.
Join both hands and circle L 1/2 way. Release hands and slide to left to form a wave.
Trade with the dancer facing the same way as yourself to form a new wave.
Tidal wave of 8 dancers. All turn 1/2 R (if able), All turn 1/2 L (if able).
Ends cross fold, Centers trade and extend.
All turn 1/2, Centers turn star 3/4 while others move up 1/4.
Right hand dancer flips to right, walks forward and turns around. Trail dancer follows and steps to wave
Cntrs R pull by, Everyone L pull by, Everyone R pull by
Tag the line 3 steps to 3/4 tag position (wave in middle, other dancers facing out).
1/2 R, cntrs 3/4, wv cntr trade, G UTB, Identify leader facing away from center and follow to other wave position

